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Introducing per·cep·tion 
-An unconventional exhibition of high fashion jewellery by Kate McCoy- 

 
per·cep·tion 
/p  r’sepSH  n/: 
1.  The ability to become aware of something through the senses 
 
Unique. Alluring. Edgy. - Kate McCoy’s latest jewellery collection embraces distinction and 
femininity. Delicately handcrafted from a combination of precious metals and gemstones, this atypical 
exhibition challenges the way we would expect to view jewellery. Not only is this collection destined to 
be a hit with Sydney’s style hunters, the exhibition is bound to be a talking point for the art and 
culture scene.  
 

Launching: 18th July 2013, 6-9pm, Protohub Gallery Corner of Foley and Crown 
streets, Darlinghurst 

 
Kate McCoy’s exciting concept showcase splits guests into two categories; those that trust blindly in 
“the experience” and those that prefer to take a back seat, watching from a distance. The exhibition 
provokes desire and tactility, so no matter which category you think you are in the beginning, you are 
guaranteed to want to experience both in the end…. If you’re not so sure, there’s only one way to find 
out. 
 
Kate’s aesthetic ranges between classic vintage and defined elegance. Smooth and minimal, hard and 
edgy, delicate and refined – her distinctive collections find the balance between chunky fashion and 
refined designer jewellery. She presents a truly unique style. 
 
Kate McCoy jewellery can be worn across all dress codes; special events, cocktail parties or day-to-day 
smart casual. It’s all in the styling. Her bold yet elegant and versatile designs have optional add-ons 
that ensure you can have fun with your jewellery mixing n’ matching. Belts, for example, have buckles 
and features that slide on or off while earrings have optional drops and swings, allowing for an 
effortless day to evening style transition. Kate’s pieces are made from precious metals and hand 
picked gemstones. When you buy Kate McCoy you are investing in a quality product that will last and 
last. 
 
This playful exhibition concept is inspired by a curiosity in human behaviour, a fascination with how 
jewellery relates to the body whilst it is admired from afar. The collection looks at shapes and forms, 
textures and surfaces. Each piece of jewellery is individual.  
 
Designed, produced and hand finished by Kate McCoy the jewellery prices range from: $180- $1500. 
 

www.katemccoy.com 
 



	  
-ENDS- 

 
About Kate McCoy 
Kate studied at UNSW COFA majoring in jewellery design and French. Kate lived in Mumbai India 
for 6 months in 2009-2010 to study gemmology and diamond grading, experiencing the international 
gem market first hand. 
 
Kate McCoy Jewellery has been worn on the red carpet at various Australian events such as the Arias 
and Logies, and music festival stages. Singer Kimbra Johnson has favoured her rings, wearing them 
daily across the globe, live on The Jimmy Kimmel Show, in film clips and on tour. Kate McCoy 
jewellery has been featured on runways for Fashion weeks in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane and 
donned the pages of various fashion magazines such as Vogue Australia, Vogue Italia, Karen 
Magazine, The Good Weekend and more.  
 
Amongst more conventional jewellery making such as wedding bands and custom engagement rings, 
Kate has merged jewellery and metal couture with kitchen design for advertising campaigns for 
SMEG ovens, created metal sculptures for music videos for bands such as Art vs Science and designed 
and produced custom VIP gifts for brands such as Nespresso. 
 
Kate sells her jewellery online and from her Darlinghurst showroom corner of Crown and Foley 
streets. 
 
For further information or to RSVP for the launch, please contact: 
 
 info@katemccoy.com 
 
 


